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Feedline

Thursday April 14th 7pm ZOOM Meeting With ‘ASK ELMER’
Send your questions to va3ov(at)bell.net as soon as possible.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

SOME VERY POSITIVE NEWS
It appears the world might be waking up after two long years of Covid lockdown.
The annual ARRL Field Day June 25th, 26th should, once again, be a club group effort at the
Black Creek Community Association building in Stevensville. And Kevin Lemon informs
Feedline that the club will hold a Treasures in the Trunk flea market there on Saturday, May
28th. So Spring clean your shack and reserve a spot by emailing Kevin,VE3RRH (at)
gmail.com. to become a vendor. We are Zooming our April 14th meeting and asking you to
ASK ELMER a couple of questions. They should be emailed to Henry,VA3OV(at)bell.net as
soon as possible.
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As usual, to attend the club meeting please contact John,VA3WM at webmaster@nparc.ca
and he’ll email you the Zoom link.
Another important positive, is the nomination committee is hard at work looking for candidates for
executive positions.You can put your name forward or nominate others at our April meeting. In May,
all nominees will be announced in the May Feedline. At the annual business meeting in June,
nominees will be approved either by acclamation or election if needed. Contact Glenn if you are
interested in a position.
Finally our repeater,VE3WCD, located on the top floor the E. L. Crossley high school in Fonthill is
back on the air. A NPARC team got permission to enter the building during March Break to make
the need repairs. Below are a series of interesting photos taken by president Ken Gansel,VA3KWG
March 15th.
__________________________________________________________________________

VE3WCD REPAIRED DURING SCHOOL’S MARCH BREAK
A team from NPARC restored service to the VE3WCD machine, located at E. L. Crossley High
School in Fonthill. The repeater had been down due to a electric fault in the power feed line to the
radio. Kevin Lemon,VE3RRH and club VP David Van Koughnett,VE3DVK, made the necessary repairs.
Others on location were, repeater chair, John Lorenc,VA3WM, Henry Jarzyna, VA3OV and president
Ken Gansel,VA3KWG who snapped these photos.
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The black terminal box, top left was subjected to arcing and was replaced with new fuse panel.
Our old General Electric commercial repeater, below, is still operational. 147.300 PL 107.2 +600
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Reminder for Field Day 2022 operation at Black Creek Community Centre in Stevensville on
June 25 and 26. Looking for 4 to 7 band captains with complete radio operating stations, antennas,
generators or batteries. Our last in persons Field Day in 2019 turned out to be a fun event. Twenty
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radio operators and loggers will be needed to keep all radio stations operating around the clock for
maximum QSO’s. Anyone interested in participating contact Henry at va3ov (at) bell.net.

Some Non-Edible Satellite Tid-Bits (Part Two)
By Dennis,VE3XC

At the February meeting, Clint Bradford, K6LCS spoke very clearly on “How to Work Amateur
Satellites with Your HT”. These are the so-called "easy" FM sats. The best of those right now are
SO-50 (145.85U/436.795D,PL67.0), PO-101(437.5U/145.9D,PL141.3), and ISS (144.490U/
145.800D,PL67.0). This is how everyone starts.You take your dual band HT, a dual band handheld
antenna, a handheld compass, paper, pencil, your sat notes and you walk or drive to an open field or
parking lot which has a good view of the sky all around. The careful reader among you will have
noticed that you would need four arms and hands to do this, and you would be right.You could work
these right now with your base or mobile FM rig too. An excellent HT for FM sats is the recently
discontinued TH-D72A. Doppler shift is a bit of an issue on UHF FM, and almost a non-issue on
VHF FM. Careful programming of 3 to 5 split band continuous memory channels for each FM sat
should take care of doppler for the whole pass. See chart below.
There are many more “Linear Sats” meaning SSB or CW. So if you own an all mode VHF/UHF
transceiver or separate VHF and UHF all mode rigs, then all you will need is an outdoor antenna.
Your transmitter will have to provide 5-15 Watts LSB for your uplink.You will need an almost analog
VFO or at least 10 Hz small tuning steps.Your HT can tune no smaller than 5 kHz or maybe 1 kHZ
steps, which is fine for FM, but not for SSB. So you could be tuning with your HT on FM mode and go
right past a SSB signal and not know it's there. I'm not sure what that would sound like anyway.
Current and late model, full duplex, all mode, HF,VHF, UHF rigs include IC-9100, 9700, TS-2000, and
FT-847,736. Half-duplex radios such as IC-706/7000/7100 or FT-817ND/857D will work too. The
downlink USB will be on your Main VFO and the uplink LSB will be on your sub VFO. With the
narrower bandwidth of SSB signals the doppler frequency drift becomes a more serious factor. I find
this is the most difficult part of satellite communication.You can accomplish this with computer
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control and if you and your contact have everything set just right, you could have a 10 min QSO with
someone and not have to touch the radio at all. This sort of QSO is rare and is usually at late hours.
Most operators are not able to do this. Some contacts are like the old drifty VFOs on HF SSB days
where you would have to follow your contact up the band. Otherwise QSOs on sats are short,
contest-like, FT8-like exchanges: callsign, grid, 73. Hopefully future Geo-Stationary sats or HEO sats
or Lunar Orbiting sats will make QSOs easier.
So what is this “Linear” sat moniker? Linear Sats are not repeaters. They are transponder radios. That
is, a complete 20 kHz segment (or 30, or 100 kHz) of the UHF spectrum is re-transmitted
simultaneously on a 20 kHz segment of the VHF spectrum. A few sats are the other way around. A
few sats are on 1296 mHz or are packet only. A common example is satellite XW-2A (aka CAS-3A)
LSB uplink signals heard at the sat from 435.030 to 435.050 are rebroadcast as USB downlink signals
in the range 145.665 to 145.685. Why and how this arrangement was decided is left as an exercise
for the reader (because I don’t know). And just to make it a bit more interesting the tracking is in
reverse. That is, an uplink LSB signal at 435.045 (5 kHz down from the top) is re-transmitted as a
downlink USB signal at 145.670 ( 5 kHz up from the bottom). Get it ? Sats generally have a beacon
several Khz below the low end of the downlink. CW is usually at the lower end of the band as
would be expected. Since the receive and transmit frequencies at the satellite are fixed, doppler
correction must be provided by the ground station. During a pass (AOS to LOS) the doppler effect
shifts the received downlink frequency from higher to lower, the transmitted uplink signal must be
shifted from lower to higher.
Suggestion: Go to https://www.n2yo.com/passes/amateur-radio.php and find the time that one of
the FM sats will have a ground footprint over our area. The frequencies, modes, and beacons
information is given there too. See if you can hear one of them.You may have to register to set your
longs and lats (-79W, 43N close enough for all of us). Occasionally a sat will be temporarily shut
down, or perhaps the mode is changed or for some reason is off-air. Check the status on this page:
https://www.amsat.org/status/. Let me know if you might want to schedule a contact sometime.
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VE3NRS Club Net, Wed., 8pm 147.240MHz, PL 107.2 +600
Ken Gansel VA3KWG President
Geddie Pawlowski VE3CJX Secretary

David Van Koughnett VE3DVK Vice Pres.
John Lorenc VA3WM Treasurer

_____________________________________________________________________________

CONTEST CORNER
There are some WFD scores on the Winter Field Day Website. Do not take these as final.
According the the WFD Facebook page, there are some issues with the new scorer. They are
problems with VHF/UHF that is very difficult to sort. Also, there are no aggregate scores for
clubs. And it appears those who used logging software from N3FJP may have a problem. There
are discussions between Scott N3FJP and Winter Field Day administration. WFD claims
scores submitted via N3FJP are too high because of multipliers. Scott says he wrote the
scoring feature from WFD rules. I assume this will be sorted out. We usually don't get scores
from WFD until the Summer anyway. Also a note, there were 2294 logs submitted for
WFD...a record. Steve VA3FLF https://www.winterfieldday.com/wfd-results
Worked All Provinces of China and Parks on the Air Spring Rally - Apr. 16th
Ontario QSP Party Apr. 16th & 17th. North America SSB Sprint - Apr. 24.
Spring 432MHz Sprint - Apr. 27

BBC SHORTWAVE BROADCASTS TO RUSSIAN AND UKRAINIAN PEOPLE
The BBC has resurrected an old school way of broadcasting in order to reach people in the crisis
area of Ukraine: Shortwave radio. Shortwave was used extensively during World War II and the Cold
War. The BBC World Service ended its shortwave broadcasts to Eastern Europe in 2008, after 76
years of broadcasting. In 2022 after the banning of its popular Russian language websites and the
persecution of journalists in Russia, the BBC quickly increased transmissions of the BBC World
Service via shortwave radio to four hours per day to ensure that people in affected parts of Russia
and Ukraine can access its news service. BBC director-general Tim Davie said, “In a conflict where
disinformation and propaganda are rife, there is a clear need for factual and independent news people
can trust.” Reports from redtech.pro and Texas Public Radio
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MEMBERS CQ WW WPXC CONTEST
By Henry, VA3OV
Kevin VE3RRH and myself, have been planning to operate an HF contest station from Black
Creek Community Center for a while now. The opportunity presented itself just in time for
the CQ WW WPX on the last weekend of March 26th and 27th.
Thank you to Mike VA3MPA who made the centre available for the weekend.
On Thursday afternoon March 24 a work party consisting of VE3RRH, VA3DPG, VE3TOB,
VE3GGR, VA3OV, VA3KPG, VE3NDW met to perform some maintenance on the existing
antenna, and erected a Multi-band dipole antenna, a Cushcraft R-7, and a Comet CHA-250.
All antennas were checked with an antenna analyzer to confirm their eﬃciency.
We setup two stations and held a Tech Night at 19:00, topic of the presentation was, setting
up an HF radio station and configuring the logging software. After spending some time
connecting all the components we switched our focus to the computers and the logging
software by N3FJP. To help maintain some order and prevent duplicates during the contest
we needed to network the two laptops. N3FJP logger simplified this function by supplying
instructions in a video and written instructions. We did have some issues connecting the
two computers but once we figured it out they ran flawlessly maintaining connections
throughout the contest. We packed up our equipment and called it a day with plans to
return Saturday morning. CQ World Wide WPX contest is based on an award oﬀered by CQ
Magazine for working all prefixes. It is the last weekend in March for phone and May for
CW.
Saturday morning came early, I arrived at 08:00 to open the facility and prepare coﬀee for
the crew that should arrive shortly. Kevin and I reinstalled the operating stations in time for
the rest of the team arrival.
The following club members were on hand on Saturday to operate; Kevin, VE3RRH, David,
VA3DPG, Ken VA3KPG, Rob, VE3GGR, Glenn, VE3NDW, Geddie, VE3CJX, Terry, VE3TOB,
David, VE3RNF, Paul, VA3PCK, Jack, VE3ZPW, and myself, VA3OV. The two radio stations
operated flawlessly during the weekend. Operators would alternate between stations to
gain experience and compare the diversity of the equipment.
We turned oﬀ the stations at 20:00 and went home for well deserved rest. Tomorrow will be
another busy day.
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Sunday morning we were greeted by a blustery freezing wind and snow. It took some eﬀort
to get going but we had the radios and the computers fired up by 09:00.
The following brave operators came out Sunday to compete:
Kevin, VE3RRH, Rob, VE3GGR, Glenn, VE3NDW, Terry, VE3TOB, David VE3RNF, Geddie,
VE3CJX and myself, VA3OV.
Geddie VE3CJX spoiled everyone by bringing a hot lunch and sandwiches to keep us fired
up for the rest of the day. We all appreciated the food that you oﬀered us. Thanks Geddie!
By the afternoon the numbers of QSO’s and multipliers were adding up.
At 16:00 we set a goal of 300 contacts before we would shut down.
The last hour was frenetic, with all the stations trying to increase their numbers, there were
pile ups on every available band. At our stations we kept running into previous contacts
which the logging software marks as duplicates, ‘DUPES’ for short, slowing our progress.
Finally at 18:30 Kevin VE3RRH and Glen VE3NDW snared the 300th QSO and we ended
our search.
The joy of contesting is making rare and unusual contacts.
We had a number of memorable moments.
I worked AT4A in India on 20 metres. But missed a VK. Terry, worked Scott, the owner of
the N3FJP logging software on the Icom 7300. Kevin and Terry worked Southern Sahara,
and Africa. Kevin and Glen thought they heard WH4A, Wake Island, but couldn’t log with
the dipole and 100 watts on 40 metres. We may have let a rare one get away.
Equipment reviews:
It goes without saying that the Icom 7300 performed beautifully in the contest, as it should
being a fairly new and state of the art radio from Icom. The Multi band dipole also worked
well but will need some tuning as 10 & 20 metres will not resonate in band. The Comet
CH250A is an end fed vertical design and while a compromise antenna did function well, it
might need a better location for the next contest but it will stay in tool kit for next time.
The Kenwood TS 570 is an old radio, early 2000’s, it was designed to be a
DXpedition/contest station and it’s heritage showed during the contest, while not as
modern as the 7300 I was very impressed with its capability and plan to keep it as a
portable contest radio. Any new or older members looking to get into HF should not ignore
good older radios, many have great heritage and are still very capable in this age of SDR
and DSP radios.
The 40/80 dipole was a home brew copy of the Maple Leaf 40/80 shorty antenna sold by
Maple Leaf Communications http://www.mapleleafcom.com/. There are a number of these
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antennas in use in the Niagara area and all have great reports. The antenna is 70’ long and
will fit in most small yards.
The Cushcraft R7 is owned by Kevin VE3RRH, and as anyone who talks with him will attest
he loves this antenna, it performed fantastically while sitting on a small piece of tower
strapped to the corner post of a fence. While more complicated than the Comet to
assemble it works great, and works just as good at ground level as it does at 40’ in the air.
N3FJP Software is reasonably priced and easy to use, it is also bullet proof as I have never
had a failure in the years I have used it (10+). Individual programs can be purchased as
needed or the entire package can be purchased. All updates are free and the only added
cost would be to purchase newly added programs. The software covers all major contests
and also has a very good basic station log. Total package cost $50us and covers 100+
programs.
Kevin and I are planning to operate in more contests and will be looking for operators to
take part. No experience is required, only a willingness to take part, the focus of the group
is to have fun and learn how to participate in contests, to learn tips and tricks, operating
skills, logging skills, and the joys of HF radio.
Here are the results of our activities: On air time 16 hours. 300 total contacts.
221 prefixes/multipliers. 181,220 total points.
73 CU On the Air.

Henry VA3OV

Radio station #1 : Owned by Kevin VE3RRH. Kenwood TS-570 with internal tuner.
Kenwood power supply. Laptop Network. Antennas R-7 & 40/80M home brewed dipole.
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Radio station #2 : Owned by Henry VA3OV. Icom 7300, built in tuner. Alinco power supply.
Laptop Network. Antennas Comet CHA-250 & Alpha/Delta CC Multiband
__________________________________________________________________________
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TREASURES IN THE TRUNK MAY 28TH
Treasures in the Trunk is back at the Black Creek Community Centre, 2959 Baker Road, Stevensville,
ON., for the second year. Exit QEW at Netherby Road. Baker Road is located on the east side of
the QEW. Use the overpass if heading southbound towards Ft. Erie. Vendors enter at main entrance
to the center. Sell from your tailgate, trunk or bring your own table. Vendors $5.00 per person at
the gate. Shoppers, will park in the church parking lot on Black Creek Rd., behind the building. Signs
will be posted. Vendors 8am. Public at 9am. Vendors & public, $5.00/person. 14 and under, free.
VENDORS PLEASE CONTACT KEVIN, ve3rrh(at)gmail(dot)com TO REGISTER.
__________________________________________________________________________

Review of the ATU-100 Plus Mini Auto Tuner
When I first purchased the uSDX Plus HF transceiver from China I reviewed previously, I did not
intend to use a tuner. I purchased the “highly recommended” QRP Guys No Tune End Fed Half Wave
Antennae Balum, which uses the outer shield of the coax as the 2nd radiator for the antennae. This is
supposed to be ideal for portable operations. One little caveat in the instructions was that it might
be necessary to vary the length of the radiating wire to effectively lower the SWR. Well, maybe I
didn’t have a lot of luck with this, to shorten the antennae, it is necessary to lower it, coil up some
more wire (or uncoil more wire- there is a coil form on the unit) through several iterations before I
could get the SWR below about 2:1. I’m getting a little older, and maybe my patience is wearing a bit
thin, so I went looking for a QRP miniature auto tuner, all in keeping with the idea of using minimum
equipment for POTA operations.
Unlike the uSDX Plus I reviewed previously, there is a lot of information available about a low cost
automatic antennae tuner originally designed by N7 DDC. The original design was a circuit board and
a bunch of components that one could assemble into a functioning auto tuner, intended originally to
be incorporated into a home built HF transceiver. The original design was based on 11 latching relays,
5 for the 5 capacitors and 5 for the 5 inductors with a by-pass relay. The original controls were
simple, a push button for tune, and one for bypass, There was only a single indicator light indicating
tuner fail, but it wasn’t long before some smart person decided to incorporate a microprocessor and
a two line readout for power, SWR, inductance and capacitance.You can actually purchase an original
version with readout (unassembled, no chassis of course) for about $59.00 Canadian. There is a lot of
literature on the internet detailing deficiencies in the original design primarily criticizing the limited
range step tuning and offering instrumentation improvements by re-programming the
microprocessor.
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I guess it wasn’t long before the Chinese got involved, and to their credit, took a lot of the criticisms
into account in the later design. For one, the new design now included 15 latching relays. 7 for
capacitors, 7 for inductors, and of course, one for bypass mode. To their credit, they also came up
with another good idea, instead of using one relay to switch in capacitor 1 on step 1, and a second
relay to switch in capacitor 2 as step 2 and a third relay to switch in capacitor 3 as step 3,etc. by
programming the micro controller, relay 1 was used as step 1 switching in capacitor 1, relay 2
switching in capacitor 2 as step 2, but step 3 was switching in capacitor 1 and 2, step 4 was switching
in capacitor 4, but step 5 was switching in capacitor 1 and 4, step 6 was switching capacitor 4 and 2,
etc. As you can see, a lot of combinations could result, when I checked the available steps manually, I
counted 49 steps, so in effect, it works not only to extend the range for 160 M to 6 M, but allows
almost continuous tuning through the range.
One other significant improvement the Chinese made was to make the tuner a standalone device, it
is now offered pre-assembled in its own enclosure, including an internal battery power supply. I
bought mine on from Banggood for $110.00 Canadian including shipping.
Now, what is the difference between the ATU-110 and the ATU-100 Plus? Before we go any further, I
should note that the same basic N7 DDC configuration is called different names by various
manufacturers. CGJ-100 and CGJ-100 Q being the most common. The best way to tell the difference
is to look at the front of the chassis. The newest improved version has a 4 way joy stick on the front
panel. In addition to the usual bypass or manual L and C selection, this 4 way joy stick allow you to
pre-program a variety of functions, I will attempt to outline some of the more unusual functions-
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-

LC configuration or reverse CL configuration, if the value of L is on the top line, and C value
on the lower line, it is in the conventional LC configuration. That is, inductor before capacitor.
If C is on the top line, and L on the bottom line. it is in the CL configuration. For a detailed
explanation of the advantages, please see one of the experts.

-

Start tuning is adjustable for inputs between 1 and 10 watts. This was a complaint about the
original N7DDC design. It was necessary to re-wind a toroid to change the start tuning input
power. Note, although the tuner is rate for 100 watts, since the tuner is not in
communication with the transceiver, it is necessary to ensure that the output power upon
tuning does not exceed approximately 10 watts.

-

Maximum acceptable SWR, adjustable from 1.1:1 up to 1.9:1- in the original version it was
set to 1.5:1 and could not be changed.

-

Power loss. It is possible to program your feedline impedance and the unit will calculate
effective power to the antennae.

-

Screen delay. Adjustable time until the screen blanks, although the system uses latching relays,
there is still some current draw, the largest of which is the power to the screen display. With
the display blanked, they state that the unit should operate for more than 12 hours on the
internal battery if no re-tuning is used.
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Maximum power level-from off up to 90 watts, literature rates the unit at 100 watts, but an
absolute maximum throughput of 140 watts is stated, setting the level alarms if the power is
above the pre-set level.

The state of the charge of the internal battery is indicated by 4 red lights mounted on the front
panel. Below are some pictures you might find interesting-

Front view of the unit, after initial power on, note the 4 way toggle switch and the 4 charge indicator
lights on the right hand side, the extended range is noted on the front panel. The unit is very small.

Close up of screen showing maximum SWR acceptable, the tuner will attempt to tune to this value
in this case programmed to 1.2:1. Note that the lower SWR values take some time for the unit,
tuning is a lot faster if the acceptable SWR is set at 1.5, for example. For some reason the Chinese
refer to this as minimum SWR. But what the heck?
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This is the screen display after tuning, the input power is 6.21 watts, the tuner has found a null at
1.02 to 1 SWR, and the efficiency is 99% as I only have a short length of coax into a load.

Screen display after shutdown and re-powered. While there is no communication between the
transceiver and the tuner, the ATU will remember the last combination that was used. Note however,
it will be necessary to initiate auto-retune if the band or antennae is changed. Note that the tuner
used the more conventional LC configuration in the tuning cycle.
In summary, a neat little device at relatively low cost that probably should be in every HF operators
go kit!
If anyone would like further information, please feel free to contact me.
Glenn Holden VE3NDW
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General Membership Meeting Minutes NPARC, Inc. March 10, 2022
Notice
Notice of this on-line general membership zoom meeting ID 880 7788 7727 went out on Mar. 8th
2022 by email. The email included the following: NPARC March Virtual General Meeting with
guest presenter Dave Goodwin VE3KG. Dave’s topic will be ‘RAC Portable Challenge’.
Dave Goodwin,VE3KG, has been an Amateur since 1975, is an active HF Contester and DXer and
his DXpedition to Point Amour Lighthouse was featured on the front cover of the NovemberDecember 2020 issue of The Canadian Amateur.
Dave has also volunteered his time at the national level and has served as the RAC President, the
RAC Director for the Atlantic Region, RAC Member Services Officer and currently as the
Regulatory Affairs Officer.
Dave taught Basic and Advanced certification courses with the Fredericton (NB) Amateur Radio
Club before moving to Ontario and he has taught the RAC Advanced course for Maple Leaf
Operators (present and future) since the pandemic began in 2020.
As RAC Member Services Officer, Dave launched the new Canadian Portable Operations
Challenge Award for RAC members which began on Canada Day, July 1, 2021
Call to Order
The meeting was opened at 7:00 pm by Ken Gansel,VA3KWG, president, with vice president,
David,VE3DVK; past president Steve,VA3FLF; former president Henry,VA3OV; John Lorenc,
VA3WM, treasurer; and Geddie,VE3CJX, secretary present. In all, 21 participants were signed in.
Ken welcomed all on line and introduced our speaker Dave Goodwin,VE3KG presenting on
“RAC Portable Challenge”.
Summary of Presentation:
Dave outlined the RAC Portable Operation Challenge. This includes: Parks on the Air, Islands on
the Air, Summits on the Air, Lighthouses and Grid Square Chasing by satellite communications, It
was noted that field day community service events, emergency service exercises can be included
the credits earned for the Portable Operations Challenge. Dave Also outlined the requirements
for the Couriers de Bois Contest.
Also details of some of his other work at RAC are available on the RAC Web site: https://
www.rac.ca/regulatory-advocacy/
Dave asked: anyone participating in any of these events would take the time to write reports and
submit photos for inclusion in the RAC magazine.
Approval of Draft Minutes (Feb. 10, 2022)
The minutes were summarized orally followed by a motion, which was carried and approved the
minutes of Feb. 10, 2022, as published in the NPARC March 2022 FEEDLINE.
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Reports
The Treasurer’s Report: John,VA3WM showed by screen-share, the details and summary of
transactions since the last meeting. Currently, membership sits at 51members in total.
The Repeater Report: John,VA3WM, updated the members that VE3NRS, WIRES-X are working.
VE3WCD at E.L. Crossley School remains down until after the March break.
Upcoming Meetings: For the April 14th General Meeting we are holding an ASK an Elmer Session
via Zoom. Henry,VA3OV asks that questions be submitted to VA3OV@bell.net. It may not be
possible to resume NPARC meetings at Niagara Regional Headquarters offices until the fall of
2022.
Winter Field Day: Steve,VA3FLF reported that Winter Field Day points sit at 18,000 and there are
still some log submission to come. The prize remains to be awarded.
CQ -WPX- Contest: Henry,VA3OV reported a need for help setting up (on Thursday, before
March 24th) antennas and preparation for the Mar 26th-27th Contest CQ WW WPX (phone) at
Black Creek Community Center. About 6 volunteers will be needed to come out and install
various antennae in addition to the multiband dipole. The intension is to set up 2 stations in two
separate rooms. Operators are welcome to bring their own radios. Please contact Henry at
VA3OV@bell.net and please watch for further information available to members on Groups iO.
Treasure in the Trunk: The date Sunday, May 28th has been confirmed.Volunteers are needed.
Kevin,VE3RRH will take care of vendor registration and place notices at ONTARS and KWARC.
The Club Table will be set up by Dennis VE3XC. Fees for vendors is $5.00 per space. The Entrance
fee will be $5.00 per person and not per car. Anyone attending under the age of 15 will be free.
Glenn VE3NDW will collect at the entry point. At this time no food vendor is anticipated. Folks
interested in equipment SWAP are invited to send information to John Lorenc,VA3WM as well as
consider a posting with the NPARC Groups iO. Event signs for parking will be needed to direct
attendees and vendors to their location. There is a need to update the banner. A PA set up is also
needed.
ACS Niagara: Henry,VA3OV reported an upcoming meeting the week of April 1st. He had
participated in on-line meetings with Region and RAC. Current work includes the training
materials and other regulatory issues. Included in conversation were the recent the Niagara
Region call for volunteers called CERTS and a new ACS logo.
ARRL Summer Field Day (June 25th-26th weekend): The location at Black Creek Community
Centre is confirmed and further information is to follow.
Tech Nights: Black Creek Community Centre is now open for all members and especially new
hams with their radios to participate in person. There is no capacity limitation here at this time.
Nominating Committee: To prepare for the meetings in April, which will include nominations of
members who would like to volunteer for executive and various committees and to keep up the
good work begun over the past few years, please contact Glenn VE3NDW or Geddie VE3CJX, if
you would like to serve your fellow amateurs.
Club Social Net: Everyone is welcome to participate Wednesday nights at 8:00pm on VE3NRS at
147.240 mHz. Also, consider participating in the Bi-weekly Virtual Breakfast Meetup to share any
stories and talk radio.
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Special Events Report: was given by David,VE3RNF. The Hamilton War Plane Heritage Event. There
appeared to be some confusion so Henry & David have spoken with the organizers of the event. It
had been confirmed that operations were to be only from a home QTH. Those interested were
asked to contact the HWPM directly to register for allocation of your date and times of
operation.
Silent Keys: One minute of silence was held to honour the following Silent Keys:VE3BIU, Donald,
VE3SDI, Stephen and VA3DFZ, Dave (Welland). Also see https://nparc.ca/silentkeys.
Adjournment
Following a motion, unanimously accepted, the meeting was adjourned at 8:32pm.
Geddie Pawlowski, VE3CJX,

Date Submitted: April 3, 2022

Secretary, NPARC Inc.

Notes from the Niagara A.C.S. Group Coordinator
The Canadian WinLink Operations Team has posted the Beta version of the “WinLink Operators
Independent Training document” on their Groups IO site “rac-acs-winlink-net.groups.io”
https://rac-acs-winlink-net.groups.io/g/main/files/Training%20Presentations/CanadianWinlink%20Ops%20Training%20Independent%20Beta%20v1.08%2007-04-2022.pdf
This document is the culmination of almost 2 years of meetings, consultations, re-writes and general
hair pulling. It follows the WinLink Operators Basic Training document that was released last fall. It is
a training manual that helps Amateurs to become fully independent WinLink operators operating on
VHF/UHF and HF.

Niagara Region Emergency Management Community Emergency Response Team
Meetings and discussions are ongoing with the region to integrate the Niagara A.C.S. with the CERT
program. At present, there is a Draft document outlining a proposed merger between the 2
programs. Once the details are finalized, the agreement will have to go to RAC for final clarification
and approval. I’d like to take this opportunity to thank Ken Gansel and Henry Jarzyna for all their
help and support during these discussions.
Finally, I’d like to apologize to all ACS members. I am not the best report writer, I have always been
the type of person who is more focused on getting the job done than to write about what I’ve done.
Thank you for your support as we work to improving our hobby and community.
Respectfully, Jack Benes VE3ZPW
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Denis Cahill VA3ONO Feedline Editor

My wife and I travelled to Ireland to visit her family and were away for 25 days in
March. The air was fresh, the weather was Spring like and I rarely missed a day
without a pint of stout. Getting to the pub was a walk in the park. I actually mean,
a-walk-in-the-park! Twenty-five minutes each way through the amazing Malahide
Castle grounds. 270 acres of lush green with a castle from the Norman times in the
middle. Did you know we have a Malahide township in Elgin county? In the late
1700’s, Thomas Talbot was knocking around Upper Canada with our first Lieutenant
Governor John Graves Simcoe. Generations of the Talbot family were the keepers of
the castle from 1184 to 1976.

If I wasn’t in a pub, I was checking in with my ham friends
back home using the EchoLink app on my iPhone. If you
have never tried EchoLink you should register. They will want
a copy of your license before you can use the app. I logged
on to an Irish EchoLink repeater and found Hugh, EI2HI, who
I first worked on 17M in 2016. He invited me to their Tuesday
night net and I checked in on EchoLink after about 20 others
checked in on RF. The Sth Ireland Rp Netw, EI2SIRG-R, is
Node No.225431 on Echolink, IRLP Node 5883 and DMR TG
27240. Their net starts at 8pm Irish time or 3pm here on
Tuesdays. Give Hugh a shout if you can. They are a very
friendly bunch. Great craic as they say in Ireland! Register at
www.echolink.org
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Before I left for Ireland I tossed my Grundig Yacht Boy 400PE shortwave receiver in
my backpack with a length of wire I could plug in to the external antenna jack. The
400PE operates on AA batteries and decodes SSB. It’s considered one of the best
compact shortwave portables made. Sitting in my sister-in-law’s garden on a sunny
day I tuned up and down 20 metres and 15. Signals from across Europe were
pouring in. One night from inside the house I was hearing W4’s on 40 metres with
the 36” telescopic built in antenna. Not bad for a radio that is essentially a AM-FMSW portable clock radio.

Hopefully some day I can operate portable in Ireland. I wonder, if I ask nicely, will
they let me put my Buddipole on top of a Malahide castle turret or a dipole from their
flagpole?
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